'I'm dying of shame': Student who 'spent night with Usain Bolt' says she is mortified after pictures go round the world... but then reveals her date with Olympic legend was just 'normal'

- Jady Duarte, 20, appears next to Usain Bolt, 30, in intimate pictures
- Photos shared on WhatsApp have now appeared in several places online
- Bolt was pictured partying at Rio night club until early hours of Sunday
- Jamaican sprinter turned 30 Sunday - right after Olympics triple triple
- His sister just revealed Bolt has a girlfriend of two years, Kasi Bennett, 26
- Bennett tweeted on Sunday she wishes there had been 'no discovery'

A student who apparently spent the night with Olympic legend Usain Bolt after he celebrated his 30th birthday says she is ‘dying of shame’ after photos emerged of her encounter.

Jady Duarte, 20, posted WhatsApp pictures that appear to show her kissing and cuddling the sprint king Bolt - who has a long-term girlfriend.

In one of the photos - which first appeared on several Brazilian websites including Globo after Duarte shared them with friends - Bolt seems to give Duarte a kiss on the cheek while she looks into the camera.

The Jamaican sprinter, who turned 30 on Sunday, was also pictured partying until the early hours of Sunday morning at All In, a club in the Barra de Tijuca suburb of Rio.
Jady Duarte, from Rio, shared WhatsApp pictures that show her wearing a white top while embracing a bare-torsoed Bolt (pictured) – who has a long-term girlfriend.

off slimmer body in bikini as she reveals cutting out sugar made weight 'fly off'

Michael Phelps splashes out $2.5million on a sprawling Arizona mansion complete with a resort-style pool
Bought it in Paradise Valley
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EXCLUSIVE:
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In one of the photos (pictured) Bolt seems to give Duarte, a 20-year-old student, a kiss on the cheek while she looks into the camera.
Speaking to local newspaper Extra, Duarte (pictured) said she hadn’t realized that she was with a famous athlete and described their nocturnal encounter as ‘normal’
Duarte (pictured), who is from Rio, appears in two pictures next to Bolt. They have been published on several Brazilian websites.
The 20-year-old student from Rio posted the WhatsApp pictures with Bolt to friends, which have been published by a number of websites in Brazil.

Mischa Barton 'ordered to pay $200,000 after ditching lead role in a movie to stay on holiday in Europe'.
She allegedly bailed on the film.

Pitted Bro!
Julianne Hough flashes her dancer's legs in a black bikini as she shows off her wakeboarding skills. Enjoying a summer vacation at the lake.

Not just an NFL fan! Katherine Webb dresses baby Tripp in a UFC onesie for 'fight night' after sharing a sweet snap of the two enjoying a cuddle.

Heavily-pregnant Kaya Scodelario reveals she and husband Benjamin Walker Davis are having a BOY as she enjoys her baby shower.
Maze Runner actress.

The Talented Mr. Tipsy! Jude Law's son Rafferty gets into the party spirit as he enjoys beers and cigarettes at V Festival in England.
Budding model is 19.

My wife is going to be very happy!
Hugh Jackman says final goodbye to Wolverine as he shaves off his thick beard in social media post.

Kate, is that you?
Princess Mary bears an UNCANNY resemblance to the Duchess of Cambridge as she opens a school in Denmark.

She's still got it!
Newly single Christie Brinkley looks sexy at 62 as
Duarte wasn’t the only woman to catch Bolt’s eye - a video posted to Twitter showed him twerking enthusiastically with another local girl during his evening out (pictured)
Party: The sprint king partied at the club until the early hours of Sunday as he celebrated an unprecedented ‘triple triple’ at Rio 2016

Fun: The Jamaican, who was celebrating his 30th birthday, wowed the crowd inside the Rio club by MCing behind the decks
Party: The legendary sprinter was singing on stage at the club during his 30th birthday celebrations

The DailyMail.com has reached out to Bolt's agents for comment.

It was a wild end to the sprinter's third and apparently final Olympics where he won another three gold medals, cementing his legacy as one of the greatest sprinters of all time.

In typical fashion, the flamboyant runner took to the stage at the De Bracos Albertas club - delighting revellers and fans in the process.

Bolt, who has a girlfriend of two years at home in Jamaica who he calls his 'First Lady', also attracted the attention of Duarte, who shared photos of herself in bed with the superstar on WhatsApp early Sunday morning.

The intimate photos show the star curled with the student at 7am local time.

Speaking to local newspaper Extra, Duarte said that the impact of the pictures had left her mortified.

She explains: 'It's very negative. I never wanted to be famous, I'm dying of shame.'

Duarte did not reveal what happened next - other than to say: 'It was not a big deal. It was normal.

'I'd rather not talk about it - in order not to complicate matters.

'Like I said, it was normal.'

Usain Bolt grinds with pretty club girl during birthday party

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3752215/Usain-s-Olympic-blowo...aring-bed-Bolt-following-wild-30th-birthday-bash-girlfriend-say.html
Usain Bolt pictured with Rio student in intimate photos after his 30th birthday bash | Daily Mail Online
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专题：体育

● Winnerspoon sports tiny shorts and a wide-brimmed hat as she enjoys sunny afternoon out with husband Jim Toth

● Justin Bieber enjoys another night out with model Bronte Blampied... who risks wardrobe malfunction as she nearly spills out of top

● I love obnoxious sunnies! Scheana Shay shows off oversize shades as she poses in a tropical bikini Has been taunted by trolls for her slim figure

● 'There is only one outcome': Khloe Kardashian shares fear that Lamar Odom could die after lapse on KUWTK She fears the worse

● Bonding time: Friendly exes Kourtney Kardashian and Scott Disick take their kids out to upscale dinner in Malibu Remain a family unit

● Make-up free Danielle Campbell works ripped skinny jeans and classic white shirt as she arrives at JFK airport with beau Louis Tomlinson

● Girl next door: Lana Del Rey keeps it simple in skinny jeans and a white shirt as she heads back to the studio The singer, 31, looked cool and stylish

● In bed with Heidi Klum! Model shares photo of herself lying on boyfriend's back as tropical odyssey continues Lazy morning

● Gwen Stefani and Blake Shelton pack on the PDA at Hamptons show... before continuing at son Zuma's birthday Looked very happy

● Nicole Scherzinger looks glum as she touches down at LAX... after sending
In typical fashion, the flamboyant runner (pictured dancing) took to the stage at the De Bracos Albertas club - delighting revelers and fans in the process.
Bolt was seen dancing and twerking with another girl as he partied at a Rio night club on Sunday (pictured) during his last night in Brazil

Local newspaper Extra also said she claimed to have no idea who Bolt was.

Duarte says she was at the club All In in Barra in the West Zone of Rio, with friends when 'Bolt spotted her'. She said: 'He sent a security guard to call me over. We spoke quickly.

'But at that moment I didn't know it was him, because there were many Jamaicans who looked similar.'

Duarte wasn't the only woman to catch Bolt's eye on Saturday night - a video posted to Twitter showed him twerking enthusiastically with another local girl during his evening out.

He sang and danced just hours after earning three Olympic gold medals. Bolt thus completed a triple triple, as he also won the 100 meters, the 200 meters and the 4x100-meter relay in 2008 in Beijing and 2012 in London.

Meanwhile his sister had just revealed that Bolt had a long-term girlfriend - 26-year-old Kasi Bennett.

Bolt and Bennett have been dating for more than two years and were likely to get engaged soon, according to Christine Bolt-Hylton.

But Bennett shared a cryptic tweet on Sunday. Someone commented on the world 'discovering' Bolt's girlfriend, saying Bennett was 'hot'.

Bennett replied: 'I wish there was no discovery, but thank you so much. That's really sweet of you.'

Bolt made an early exit from Rio Sunday night - departing a day earlier than planned and missing the Closing Ceremony entirely.

The Jamaican sprinter was seen heading for the departure lounge at Rio's Galeo International Airport an hour before the event got underway at 8pm local time on Sunday.
His last tweet before departing Rio read in Portuguese: ‘we came, we saw, we conquered. Rio I have endless love for you.’

Bolt had also been expected to attend a party in his honor at the Jamaica hospitality house but the event was canceled due to bad weather, with an apologetic note left pinned to the railings outside.

The early departure of the 30-year-old means the Games concluded with almost no big name stars in attendance, with Michael Phelps and Sir Bradley Wiggins already back on home soil.

Bolt is flying home to a hero's welcome in Kingston - and has had a reggae song called ‘Bolt the Champion’ composed in his honour.

Meanwhile Bolt's sister had just revealed that Bolt had a long-term girlfriend, 26-year-old Kasi Bennett (pictured with him). She said the pair were likely to get engaged soon.
Bolt's girlfriend, Kasi Bennett (pictured), shared a cryptic tweet on Sunday. Someone commented on the world 'discovering' Bolt's girlfriend and Bennett replied: 'I wish there was no discovery'
Bolt (pictured departing from Rio) made an early exit Sunday night - departing a day earlier than planned and missing the Closing Ceremony entirely.
Bolt (pictured leaving Rio on Sunday) was expected to attend a party in his honor at the Jamaica hospitality house but the event was canceled due to bad weather
For his third and apparently final Olympics, Bolt (pictured leaving Rio on Sunday) won another three gold medals, cementing his legacy as one of the greatest sprinters of all time.

The sprinter, who will now retire from Olympic competition following the Games, is expected to take on an ambassadorial role in athletics and has also signed a lifetime contract with Nike thought to be worth an estimated $30m a year.

However, the Jamaican champ has had no special treatment during the Rio Games, sharing a room in an Athlete's Village with team mate Asafa Powell for most of the event.

Prior to the Opening Ceremony, he and his Jamaica team mates were put up in a low-cost hotel close to Galeo International airport, where rooms go for as little as $136 a night.

The only luxury at the Linx Hotel was the services of a Jamaican chef, flown in especially to provide the Olympic star and his team mates with food fit for champions.
Usain Bolt pictured with Rio student in intimate photos after his 30th birthday bash | Daily Mail Online

Jogos 2016
EGO - Usain Bolt canta e dança em boate no Rio e leva público ao delírio - notícias de Famosos
Após fotos vazarem, estudante carioca fala de noite com Bolt: ‘Foi normal. Nada demais’
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MOST WATCHED NEWS VIDEOS

Usain Bolt grinds with pretty club girl during birthday party
Japanese Prime Minister emerges as Mario at the Rio 2016 opening ceremony
Army reservist pole vaulter stops mid-run to salute anthem
Petrified guests run for their lives as ZOMBIE rises from morgue
Elizabeth Smart says ‘pornography made my living hell worse’
Would be suicide bomber is caught and has suicide belt...
The moment report tells Paul Chelimo he has been disqualified
See Red Hot Chili Peppers bassist Flea jams out with gorilla

Perrie Edwards flashes her peachy bottom in raunchy fishnets and leotard as Little Mix celebrate their milestone fifth anniversary at V Festival
Not amused? Gerard Butler and girlfriend Morgan Brown fail to raise a smile after watching Funny Girl at London’s Savoy Theatre
No wonder she's a Victoria's Secret model! Shanina Shaik shows off her ample cleavage and slim figure in little black dress during night out
Girls’ night out in LA
Leonardo DiCaprio and girlfriend Nina Agdal are said to be ‘okay’ after car crash in The Hamptons
Car the couple were in was rear-ended
Guess where? Paulina Porizkova cuddles up to rocker husband Ric Ocasek and sons in rare family photo
Czech model

Ricky Gervais moves into his new eight bedroom $14 million mansion in London... and the health conscious star is filling it with gym equipment
Ageless wonder! Kate Beckinsale, 43, pulls off youthful look with off-the-shoulder top and leather trousers as she heads to The Nice Guy
43-year-old stunner

‘My heart is so full!’ Bachelorette stars

Per page some serious sideboob as she models very daring swimsuit during trip to the beach
Racy snap
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Harry Potter star Tom Felton takes his $95,000 Lotus Evora for a spin in Vancouver while filming The Flash
He took his luxury Lotus sports car for a spin

Barcelona superstar Lionel Messi gets a kiss from his adoring partner Antonella Roccuzzo as he celebrates 6-2 win over Real Betis with his family

Heat in August! Christina Milian shows cleavage in tiny top as she poses with Karrueche Tran at clothing line pre-launch
Tiny black top

Brian McFadden boogies in Mahiki with a pretty Pilates teacher before the pair leave the club hand in hand
Former Westlife star was seen leaving the hotspot

Teresa Palmer proudly displays her bare baby bump as the six-month pregnant actress admits she hikes in the Hollywood Hills with son Bodhi in a pram

Jude Law's son Rafferty is without 'girlfriend' Molly Moorish as he enjoys a lads day out with model Oliver Cheshire at V Festival
He cut a casual figure

'I keep the past in the past': Nicole Scherzinger insists she's moved on from Lewis as she gushes over new beau tennis ace Grigor Dimitrov

Eva Longoria goes braless in satin vest as she showcases her curves in a leather skirt at Las Vegas charity bash
Form-flaunting outfit

Architects' guitarist Tom Searle dies aged 28 after losing three year battle with cancer
The guitarist for metal and hardcore giants Architects has died
Nicky Hilton flaunts her petite post-baby body in red flannel and grey mini skirt. The mom-of-one recently gave birth to her daughter Lily-Grace.

Legally blonde! Reese Witherspoon gets a police escort to see Coldplay at The Rose Bowl amid a bevy of celebs. VIP treatment.

Tatt's another for the collection: David Beckham reveals large horse neck inking on his neck on family dinner. New edition to his extraordinary collection.

No him for the weekend! Chloe Grace Moretz wows in LBD at The Rose Bowl for Coldplay... but beau Brooklyn Beckham misses out.

Right on target! Diane Kruger looks amazing in Instagram selfie amid ongoing questions about her romance with Joshua Jackson.

German stunner Jordana Brewster shows off fabulous figure in trendy culotte jumpsuit after sharing a sneak peak from new TV show Lethal Weapon. Looked casual and chic.

Sophie Monk cozies up to Patrick Dempsey and Renée Zellweger ahead of hosting Q&A with the Bridget Jones's Baby stars at Sydney preview. Shared to Instagram.

Escaping Polygamy's Lorie reveals the agony of sharing husband with her SISTER in upcoming episode of A&E show. Living in plural family was not a bed of roses.

Daddy's girl! David Beckham carries beloved daughter Harper out of Malibu restaurant after...
Dinner with the family

Cheetah-licious!
Fergie puts on very leggy display in tight denim shorts and cheetah-printed ankle boots
The superstar looked sensational

Homeless ex-soldier who was David Beckham's bodyguard is now living in London airport after being inspired by the Tom Hanks film The Terminal

I am very lucky to have him: Rachael Taylor gushes about her beau Mike Piscitelli while admitting she wants to raise her future children in Australia

Worst performer I've ever seen live: Justin Bieber bashed by fans for bad lip syncing at V Festival after singer admits to feeling 'a little hungover'

DON'T MISS
Columbus Short announces he's engaged AND expecting a child with Aida Abramyan
He has as a checkered relationship past
Justin Bieber’s new pal! A look at Bronte Blampied, the model who is spending time with the singer in London
Harem’s latest member

Boxing legend David Haye splits from wife of eight years following rumors of an affair with an X Factor hopeful
She’s reportedly started divorce proceedings

Ladies man Justin Bieber parties in London with Bronte Blampied... while girlfriend Sofia Richie is thousands of miles away
Naughty boy

GIRL ABOUT TOWN: Engaged? Oops! I forgot to tell mum: Parents of Princess Eugenie’s barman boyfriend only learned of their plans to marry on the news

‘I feel chubby’: Pregnant Katherine Heigl admits it’s hard to get used to her changing figure after years of keeping in shape for Hollywood

Disgraced creator of ‘NSync and Backstreet Boys Lou Pearlman dies in prison age 62 while serving 25-year sentence for $300M Ponzi scheme

Still going strong! JoJo Fletcher flaunts her engagement ring... days after Jordan Rodgers’ ex slams him on Instagram
Shared a close up view

In for the night! Bethenny Frankel shares make-up free selfie while wearing pajamas
Stayed in and had a bit of Snapchat fun

Are those Leo’s shoes? Nina Agdal strikes a sultry pose in just a top and very big trainers for Instagram snap
Looked beguiling

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3752215/Usain-s-Olympic-blow...aring-bed-Bolt-following-wild-30th-birthday-bash-girlfriend-say.html
Love is in the air!
Robin Thicke, 39, and girlfriend April Love Geary, 21, step out for a swanky lunch in Malibu
The crooner and his girlfriend

"Taking on today!" Kyle Richards shows off cleavage and abs in Instagram workout photo
RHOBH star was decked out in full workout gear

A-list double date! George Clooney and wife Amal take Cindy Crawford and Rande Gerber to sushi in Malibu
George kept it simple in a brown button-down

Rita Ora rocks Chinese top and braided bun in NYC on break from filming America's Next Top Model
Has been filming the modeling competition

"Waking up next to them is my favorite": Makeup-free Kourtney Kardashian shares sweet selfie with her kids on Instagram
Morning bliss

"Mommy's gonna get mad": Blac Chyna shares video of fiancé Rob Kardashian scolding son King Cairo for saying "s**t"
On daddy duty

She knows how to Work it! Rihanna oozes sex appeal in skin-tight leather corset and side-split trousers as she lights up the stage at V Festival

She's a pro! Heidi Klum briefly suspends her tropical vacation to 'test drive' her latest tiny bikini
Product testing on her latest getaway

PICTURE EXCLUSIVE: Caliente Kim Kardashian shows off impressive assets in wet shirt and thong briefs as she frolics on beach in Mexico
"Can I get a smile?"
Can I get a smile?
Chrissy Teigen brightens up her work day with a heartwarming video of daughter Luna Captured a smile from her daughter

That's StreISAND to you, Siri! Barbra reveals she called Apple CEO Tim Cook to complain that the virtual app mispronounces her name

Paris Hilton goes 'Army Barbie' in camo shorts... after boasting that 'so many guys propose' to her at DJ gigs Has been single since March

Sir Ian Mckellen turned down $1.3m offer to officiate at Facebook billionaire Sean Parker's Tolkien-themed wedding Sean Parker asked him

Tom Ford's stunning New Mexico desert ranch hits the market at $75 million Located in the Galisteo Basin outside Santa Fe is up for sale

Kristen Stewart grabs breakfast with girlfriend Alicia Cargile in Los Feliz Dressed in a similar ensemble of jeans and trainers

'Young and plump!': Sofia Vergara, 44, criticizes her younger self in flashback photo as she reveals it's 'very difficult' for female entrepreneurs

A quick fix! Lana Del Rey shows off simple style in T-shirt with skinny jeans as she picks up coffee and treats In Santa Monica

Life's a vacation! Lindsay Lohan shows off toned legs on jet ski as she continues endless holiday without estranged fiancé Egor Tarabasov

Flawless! Izabel Goulart flaunts sculpted body in
The former Victoria's Secret model

The dark truth about Mick Jagger and his notorious gig: How the Altamont Sixties dream concert turned into a night of murderous mayhem for the Stones

We will see what happens!: Hilaria Baldwin flashes her baby bump in Instagram underwear selfie about pregnancy stretch marks

‘Wiggin out!’ Courtney Stodden shops for colorful hairpieces in LA... after shaving her head for ‘a fresh start!’

That’s wheelie annoying! Jai Courtney struggles to start his old motorcycle after enjoying lunch with a friend in Los Angeles

‘He didn’t embellish, he lied!’: Al Roker sounds off about Ryan Lochte’s bogus gun-point robbery story in heated debate with Today co-anchor Billy Bush

‘It’s tough!’: Natalie Dormer reveals writing a movie script with fiancé Anthony Byrne was a challenge ‘I wouldn’t recommend it’ said the actress

“You is kind”: Ali Fedotowsky shares photo of sweet baby Molly in cute floral onesie

The ‘President’ will marry his ‘First Lady’: Usain Bolt is set to marry his secret Jamaican fashionista girlfriend according to his sister

We’re a continuous...
It's a continuous struggle': Tyra Banks on juggling work life with her seven-month-old baby... and how she has always wanted to adopt

Next Top Model host

‘Looks like I've made it to the end': Michael Nesmith announces he will play one final gig with The Monkees
Hey hey we're The Monkees

Former 3 Doors Down guitarist Matt Roberts dies at age 38
The cause of death was an apparent prescription medicine overdose, according to his father

All systems go! HBO releases new Westworld photos ahead of premiere of the long-in-the-works sci-fi series
Highly anticipated series

John Boyega looks like he's 'on the force' as he sports blue uniform on set of movie about 1967 Detroit riots
The 24-year-old actor looked quite imposing

Late summer blues? Jennifer Garner looks glum as she takes her children to lunch at Jessica Biel's restaurant Au Fudge in West Hollywood

Cover for me! Leonardo DiCaprio asks Justin Timberlake to take his place as host of $33k per ticket Hillary Clinton fundraiser
Needed a hand

Entourage star Jeremy Piven 'is dating Welsh model Danielle Page after being introduced at LA party'
He is one of Hollywood's most eligible bachelors

Reese Witherspoon shares patriotic tribute to US Olympic team alongside pet pooch Pepper
She's been 'so inspired by Team USA'.
Her own best advert! Kristin Cavallari models her lean legs in denim shorts while touting new wedges from her shoe line Showed off her designs

Supermodel Tyra Banks is slated to teach personal branding course at Stanford's business school Famously taught the world to 'smize'

Hey Mickey you're so fine! Ladies' man Rourke, 63, shows off guns in leather vest at West Hollywood hotspot Was the center of attention

'What made me fear acting was remembering lines': Shanina Shaik talks about the pressures of new role as she films The Mummy reboot

Closer than ever! Miley Cyrus looks every inch in love as fiancé Liam Hemsworth puts his arm around her after sushi lunch in Malibu Loved up couple

Kate Hudson shows her flirty streak in little black romper and lace jacket while landing at LAX with youngest son Bingham Has been in London

Dressed to impress! Jessica Alba flaunts her figure in skintight number as she promotes upcoming action flick Mechanic: Resurrection

3750679 They're the best of Friends! Courteney Cox, 52, looks youthful as she jets into London with daughter Coco Arquette Girls' day out

Perhaps she fancied a pick-me-up? Vogue Williams shows off her agile side at Bear Grylls' Survival Race

And yet, she still
And yet, she still looked glamorous
Tamara Ecclestone and daughter Sophia are joined by sister Petra Stunt and glamorous mum Slavica as they go hand-in-hand with their daughters in LA

Supermodel Tyra Banks is slated to teach personal branding course at Stanford's business school
Famously taught the world to 'smize'

PICTURE EXCLUSIVE: George Clooney takes wife Amal for a spin on his motorbike (and she STILL manages to look sophisticated)
Adventure mode

Move over, B! Jennifer Lopez, 47, has broken Britney Spears' Las Vegas box-office record with her show All I Have
made over $1 million in a single night!

'This experience has been the dream of a lifetime': Olympic golden girl Simone Biles is chosen to carry the American flag at closing ceremony in Rio

Scruffy for summer! Joaquin Phoenix, 41, is almost unrecognizable from his Gladiator days as he takes his dog for a walk in NYC
Taking a break

More than Cheap Thrills! Sia takes the stage on day one of V Festival and belts out her hits in signature style
Signature stage look

Braless Rihanna sizzles in double denim as she parties in London with Justin Bieber ahead of their V Festival performance
Rocking double denim
Rocking double denim

‘Healing in the sunshine’: LeAnn Rimes models bikini top and cut offs as she reveals she’s finally shaking her summer cold
Sunkissed and glowing

The family that grooms together...
Hilaria Baldwin flaunts growing baby bump as she brushes new rescue pony with Alec and daughter Carmen

They trekked to see the stars!
Glamorous Zoe Saldana is mobbed by fans as she attends Star Trek Beyond premiere in China
Trekkie sensation

Kendall Jenner flaunts Yeezy gear along with her pert derriere in skintight leather pants as she hits Guns N’ Roses concert
Repping for the family

A helping hand:
Sharknado star Tara Reid donates money from her autograph Geek’d Con sales to aid Louisiana flood victims
Kind soul

From jail to the jive! RHONJ star Teresa Giudice ‘wants to compete on Dancing With The Stars’ just months after leaving prison

Eileen Kelly shows off major sideboob in blue and white romper during NYC outing... Months after stepping out with Joe Jonas
Flaunting it

‘Mum and baby’:
Chef Jamie Oliver shares heartwarming picture of his wife Jools slumbering alongside their newborn son
Family favorite

Action man! Jason Momoa shows off his bulging biceps and super strength as he takes part in a climbing wall contest
Real life Conan

Mel Gibson
Mel Gibson increases child support to ex Oksana Grigorieva another $10K a month bringing her support to nearly $360,000 a year
Big money

Usain Bolt pictured sneakily celebrating his ‘triple-triple’ gold with his guilty pleasure - McDonald’s chicken nuggets
Treated himself

Anne Hathaway looks sporty chic as she enjoys a stroll through New York with husband Adam Shulman and their baby Jonathan
Looking casual

DJ who translated for Ryan Lochte and teammates says gun definitely WASN’T aimed at them by security guard during gas station bust-up

Tom Daley bombs OUT of Olympics as he shockingly comes last in 10-metre diving semi-final
Team GB star was expected to get a medal

Making friends with the neighbours Becks? David coos over baby in L.A. store... weeks after sharing joke with a pretty brunette
Man of the people

It’s just a booty call! Twerking All Saints continue their comeback as they rock V Festival in the UK
Can you hear what I hear?

He NOSE it’s nasty! Ethan Hawke indulges in unsavoury habit as he waits for flight in Cape Town
He got caught with his finger up his nose

Get to the choppa! Chrissy Teigen and

John Legend scrub
Usain Bolt pictured with Rio student in intimate photos after his 30th birthday bash | Daily Mail Online

- Hot wheels! Brooklyn Beckham takes yet ANOTHER flashy car for a spin, and this time it's a Mercedes worth £100k
- She just won’t stop! Kim Kardashian oils up for ANOTHER round of Snapchat videos starring her bouncing cleavage and twerking butt
- Actor and gun owner Tom Arnold pleads for tighter gun control laws after the suicide of his veteran nephew, 24, who got kicked out of the army
- The one person who’s not impressed by Usain Bolt! Champion sprinter stops for a selfie with jubilant fans but one woman doesn't look best pleased
- Pregnant Blac Chyna conceals her bump with loose black hoody as she heads to the shops with pals in her $200,000 purple Lamborghini
- EXCLUSIVE PICTURES: My water babies! North and Saint splash and giggle while enjoying pool time fun with Kim Kardashian
- Cooling off in the water
- EXCLUSIVE: The Leo effect! DiCaprio steps out with girlfriend Nina Agdal after she lands huge deal with top modelling agency
- Draped his arm over her
- PICTURE EXCLUSIVE: Diane Kruger and Joshua Jackson share
intimate hug at LAX...after announcing the end of their decade long romance

Isla Fisher puts on a leggy display in a lacy LBD as she dresses to the nines for business meeting in Beverly Hills
Actress was dressing to impress

Emily Ratajkowski shows off her enviable figure in tight nude dress as she heads out for a coffee run
How does she always look THIS great?

'Such little inspirations': Tom Holland sports full Spider-Man gear as he visits children in an Atlanta hospital
With great power...

Night out! Caitlyn Jenner stuns in black mini dress as she joins BFF Candis Cayne for Orlando benefit
Stepped out with best friend Candis Cayne

Red no more! Lily Collins emerges from salon with new brunette hairdo after trading in her auburn locks
She just ditched her auburn hair

Tara Reid's secret rampage revealed before her lies exposed her and Dean May as frauds on Marriage Boot Camp: Reality Stars special

'La Bamba!' North West dances to Mariachi band in fairy wings and PJs on Mexican holiday
Showcased her energetic moves

'She was unimpressed by me': Natalie Portman reveals Lauren Bacall 'didn't like' her when she directed the legendary actress in 2008's Eve
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### Tough crowd

- **“I’m broken”: Nick Cannon admits to Amber Rose he is still distraught over his split from Mariah Carey**
  - "Too damaged to enter another relationship"

- **Jeana Keough from RHOC reveals she’s the original housewife on whom the Bravo franchise is based**
  - Wrote the show based on her family

- **He’s ‘the president’, she’s his ‘first lady’: Usain Bolt’s secret girlfriend is a Jamaican carnival queen with a body to make Kim Kardashian jealous**

- **The racy photos and troubling questions about Melania’s past that could derail Donald Trump: The billionaire met the model when she was 28**

- **Third wheel? Renée Zellweger and boyfriend Doyle Bramhall touch down in Sydney... as Justin Theroux mysteriously trails behind them**

- **“I’m s***ing my pants”: Demi Lovato is beside herself as Walking Dead stars Norman Reedus and Andrew Lincoln wish her happy birthday**
  - Big fan

- **He Thor looks great! Tom Hiddleston enjoys dinner with a friend on the Gold Coast after returning Down Under to film Marvel blockbuster**
  - Loki’s back

- **Police ‘bust Malia Obama at wild Martha’s Vineyard’ party: First Daughter is rushed out by Secret Service prompting President to take her for a fatherly ‘walk and a talk’**

- **Game Of Thrones star Natalie Dormer makes menswear chic in crisp white pantsuit and sleek**

---
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Mission Impossible? Tom Cruise’s M:I-6 production ‘halted over star’s pay demands’
Sticking point seems to be just how much money from the star will get

She’s got it figured! Curvy Kate Upton styles up her white athletic wear with red designer bag for shopping trip in Beverly Hills
Looked very sporting

Smiling for the weekend! Proud mom Ivanka Trump shares a precious video of her four-month-old son Theodore’s enthusiastic ‘baby giggles’

Boho chic! Sandra Bullock shows off her sense of style as she runs errands in a harem jumpsuit
Accessorized with thin, delicate jewelry

Pregnant Keshia Knight Pulliam reveals how faith and bitter divorce from Ed Hartwell helped her choose baby girl’s name
Came to her in a dream

Giving her leg a hand! Demi Lovato needs help zipping into thigh-high boots for concert before celebrating her birthday with friends
Enchanting performer

Reese Witherspoon wears her own Draper James navy sweater paired with a floral skirt in Beverly Hills
Very clean-cut summery style

PICTURE EXCLUSIVE: All aboard the love boat! Bikini-clad Gigi Hadid and beau Zayn Malik take a

kayak ride for two
Ariana Grande ditches her signature pony for Penny Pingleton’s pigtails in Hairspray Live!
The 30-second teaser has just dropped

Sofia Richie debuts new haircut in West Hollywood... as Justin Bieber parties with mystery girl in London
Announced to her followers ‘chopped it!’

She's bringing sexy back! Shanina Shaik flaunts her model physique in a backless jumpsuit as she enjoys a night out in New York Street was her runway

Make-up free Kendra Wilkinson keeps it casual in blue tank and denim cut-offs for shopping trip with son Hank
Strolled hand-in-hand

Here comes the bride? Emma Roberts spotted wearing white lace wedding dress on set of Scream Queens 2 Filming second season of the Fox series

Usher bares his backside in sex scene as boxing champ Sugar Ray Leonard in newly released red-band trailer for Hands of Stone

Jordan Rodgers steps out with JoJo Fletcher as his ex calls him ‘a prolific liar’ in scathing Instagram post... and claims she has PROOF he cheated

Bumping along just nicely! Pregnant Mila Kunis is effortlessly chic in tight dress as she heads out with...
husband Ashton Kutcher
Second child for couple

Farrah Abraham showcases her curves in cleavage-boosting bikini as she makes a splash in Malibu
The MTV beauty enjoyed a dip in the Pacific

Bachelorette bad boy Chad Johnson to appear in new spin-off starring Ben Higgins and Lauren Bushnell
First hit the spotlight as controversial contestant

SPOILER ALERT!
The Walking Dead appears to narrow its list of Negan's potential victims as THREE actors are shown filming for season seven

Wet and wild! Kim Kardashian wears another racy high-cut swimsuit on Mexican holiday
Shared more snaps from her getaway

Sofia Vergara looks stylish as she holds hands with husband Joe Manganiello...
after admitting she even wears makeup to shower

Romance roller coaster! Diddy and on-off girlfriend Cassie are 'ON AGAIN' despite 'police being called to her home following explosive argument'

Miley Cyrus' mother and younger sister are being sued by car accident victim for 'loss of love... and sexual relations'
Lawsuit pending

Ben Affleck to produce Witness For The Prosecution with buddy Matt Damon plus he'll star AND direct too
Best friends finally making another movie
'I miss you so much!': Ariana Grande reduces brother Frankie to tears with sweet video message during CBB
Personalised video message from his sister

'I'm unsure why ... but Ryan ripped down a sign': Shamed U.S. swimmer Bentz turns on Lochte, goes public with his side of the story and blames star

Pray for moviegoers? Ben-Hur might earn 'as little as $4M' at the box office despite $100M cost
Unnecessary Paramount-MGM remake

She should've put in a bit more work work work work work! Rihanna gets booed by 60,000 fans at festival after showing up an hour late and lip-syncing

She's a hot mumma! Leggy Nicole Trunfio cools off with ice cream as she struts in a pair of sky-high heels during day out with son Zion
Dressed to impress

Pajama party! Smiling Jared Leto spotted in his slippers outside his LA home after being cast in Blade Runner sequel
Out in his pajamas and outside his home

And breathe...! Team USA fan starts fundraising campaign to give gymnast Aly Raisman's nervous parents a 'much-deserved spa day'

On the down low! Matthew McConaughey fans find 'secret' YouTube channel by the star with just a few hundred subscribers
Oscar winner's channel

He WAS her 'Hero!' Nick Cannon reveals the song he and
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